valuing the human condition

Raffaello Sanzio (1483-1520),
Detail of The School of Athens (15091511, fresco, 5 x 7.7 m, © Vatican
City, Apostolic Palace)

leveraging heritage

Nicolas Poussin (1594-1665),
Detail of Blind Orion Searching for the
Rising Sun (1658, oil on canvas, 119 x 183 cm)
© New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art

researching into con2ngency

imagining desired future

Staying afloat watching over storms at the horizon
(2011, Cayenne Consulting?)

Building the future that we desire
Michelangelo Pistoletto,
The Third Paradise
(UN Geneva and Pistoletto )

https://www.caycon.com/blog/staying-afloat-in-a-sea-of-data

Informa(on Visualisa(on and Visual Knowledge Aggrega(on
as Interdisciplinary Skills. From Da Vinci to Digital Literacy
Dr Andrea Nanetti, BA, MA, PhD

Flash Cards for Interdisciplinary Thinking
-

Compile Machine-Readable Grammars of Research Methods for Knowledge Acquisition
Explore Algorithmic Thinking to Validate Provenance and Truth of Information
Navigate the Treasure of Human Experiences with AI and ML
Stand on the Shoulders of the Giants Constantly
Empower Human Imagination to See Beyond What is Thinkable
Pose the Challenge of Innovation in a New Way: How Does the New Integrate with the Old?
Design the Future that We Dream and Desire
Dare Beyond the Frontiers of Existing Knowledge (Sapere aude, incipe!)
Andrea NANETTI
PhD

2

Creative Commons Licence

h"ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crea3ve_Commons_license
(accessed 22 January 2017

3

Heritage Science

4

A new science to treasure human experiences in the digital time machine
This new science requires a Grammar understandable by both

Computer Algorithms

and

Human Thinking

to impact on the

Andrea NANETTI
PhD

Human Condi1on

The Heritage 遗产
Dilemma
At the broadest level heritage is a broad
concept and includes the natural as well
as the cultural environment. It
encompasses landscapes, historic places,
sites and built environments, as well as
biodiversity, collections, past and
continuing cultural practices, knowledge
and living experiences. It records and
expresses the long processes of historic
development, forming the essence of
diverse national, regional, indigenous
and local identities and is an integral
part of modern life. It is a dynamic
social reference point and positive
instrument for growth and change. The
particular heritage and collective
memory of each locality or community
is irreplaceable and an important
foundation for development, both now
and into the future.

Every bit of human
experience can be important
but not everything we value
can be recorded and
transmitted to the next
generation. It is just not
doable. A selection is needed.
In the past this process was
spontaneous and slow.
In the digital era, who (and
how) decides what to
preserve and what to discard?

Nanetti, A. (2020). “Defining Heritage Science.” Complexity, 2021. Article ID 4703820.
Andrea NANETTI
PhD
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Egon Schiele (1890-1918),
Portrait of Dr Hugo Koller
(1918, oil on canvas, 80 x 63 cm)
© Vienna, Belvedere

© 2019 Ali Riza Izgi

Image https://www.skylife.com/en/2019-11-s/winners-of-the-international-photography-2

HOW TO NAVIGATE THE TREASURE OF HUMAN EXPERIENCES?

https://www.information-age.com/staying-afloat-sea-big-data-123457962/

Beyond “Le grand récit”:
Heritage Science

(Meta-)Narrative
World-view
History
Heritage Science

Andrea NANETTI
BA, MA, PhD

• Narrative: In structuralist and post-structuralist theory: a
representation of a history, biography, process, etc., in which a
sequence of events has been constructed into a story in
accordance with a particular ideology; esp. in
grand
narrative n. [after French grand récit (Lyotard 1979 in the passage
translated in quot. 1984)] a story or representation used to give an
explanatory or justificatory account of a society, period, etc.
(OED, 2, c, since 1977; from R. Barthes 1966, le récit ).
• World-view:
n.
[after
German Weltanschauung WELTANSCHAUUNG n.] a set of
fundamental beliefs, values, etc., determining or constituting a
comprehensive outlook on the world; a perspective on life (OED,
in English since 1848).
• History: The branch of knowledge that deals with past events;
the formal record or study of past events, esp. human affairs
(OED, 2, a since 1435)
• Heritage Science: Since 1834, when Michael Faraday first talked
about “heritage science” in his Royal Institution Christmas
Lecture, this science of heritage has evolved from a disciplinary
field focused on conservation sciences to its more recent opening
as a domain to a broader range of research disciplines able to
better reflect the breadth and depth required by our complex
societies in dealing with its heritage and the transmission of
knowledge (i.e., what may and should be sustainably inherited).
(Nanetti 2020, Complexity)
8

Heritage
as a complex
system
Nanetti, A., &
Cheong, S. A. (2014).
Heritage as a
Complex System. 1st
Singapore Heritage
Science Conference
(January 2014).
Refer to
www.paralimes.org
for programmes,
abstracts, and
recordings of the
presentations.

Andrea NANETTI
PhD

simple vs. complicate

complex

This rendering—realized in 2014 by Muhammad Mustajab Bin Mohamad, Higher Executive Officer (Publicity, outreach & Alumni Relations) at the Nanyang Technological
University School of Art, Design and Media—presents the 1st Singapore Heritage Science Conference concept as conceived by the conference chairs, Dr Andrea Nanetti and
Dr Siew Ann Cheong. It shows an adult hand passing the world (identified as a complex mechanism with ASEAN at the centre) to a younger one. It is a good icon to
summarise an approach to Art, Culture, and Heritage in an AI perspective, where machine-generated algorithms may enhance the human transmission of Data, Information,
Knowledge, Wisdom and their relationships. This work was licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International License (CC BY-NC 4.0) by
Nanyang Technological University Singapore in 2014.
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The Key Question of Heritage Science: What’s Next?

With the awareness of where we come from, and a beYer understanding of the human condiZon,

can we foresee and inﬂuence WHAT’S NEXT ?

Who?
We and the next generation(s)
An intergenerational dialogue

Andrea NANETTI
BA, MA, PhD
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CMG Lee

When?
Now, in the Present(s)
The present is all the past and the only future we have

Andrea NANETTI
BA, MA, PhD

St Augustine
(354-430 CE)
“Reconstructing the past and
anticipating the future, i.e.,
the ability of travelling in
mental time, is thought to be
at the heart of consciousness
and, by the same token, at
the center of human
cognition. This extraordinary
mental activity is possible
thanks to the ability of being
aware of ‘subjective time’.”
(Manning et al., 2013,
Abstract).

Perhaps it might be said rightly that there are
three times: a time present of things past; a time
present of things present; and a time present of
things future. For these three do coexist
somehow in the soul, for otherwise I could not
see them. The time present of things past is
memory; the time present of things present is
direct experience; the time present of things
future is expectation.
St Augustine, Confessions [4th Cent. CE], Book
11, Chapter 20, Heading 26.
web.mnstate.edu/gracyk/courses/web%20publishing/AugusBneBookXI.htm

Manning, L., Cassel, D., & Cassel, J.-C. (June 2013). St. Augustine’s
Reflections on Memory and Time and the Current Concept of Subjective
Time in Mental Time Travel. Behavioral Sciences, 3(2): 232-243. DOI:
https://doi.org/10.3390/bs3020232
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Helga Nowotny
(1989, 2017, 2020)
One of the central theses of
Helga Nowotny’s book Eigenzeit
regards the “dissolution of the
demarcation line between
present and future” (2020, 22).
“The extended present has
chosen the future and not vice
versa” (1989, 53). “The
boundaries between these
categories have never been
fixed, showing great variations
over time and across different
cultures” (2020, 22-23).

The future can be sharply demarcated from the present, for
example as heaven and hell in the afterlife. The past was
often considered dangerous, thought to be inhabited by dead
ancestors or ghosts that attempt their way back into the
company of the living. Such historical shifts reflect how our
ancestors tried to accommodate their lived experience with
its burdens and hopes and an imaginary cosmos that
transcends the lifespan of humans and is not bound to end
with death. The scientific worldview has supplanted such
imaginaries. The scientific and technological means at our
disposal have vastly extended our knowledge of the past and
made it possible to generate knowledge about the future.
This puts all the more pressure on the present, which we
cannot escape. (Nowotny, 2020, 23)
Nowotny, H. (1989). Eigenzeit. Entstehung und Strukturierung eines
Zeitgefühls. Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp.
Nowotny, H. (2017). An Orderly Mess [Eigenzeit. Revisited]. Budapest:
CEU Press.
Nowotny, H. (2020). Life in the Digital Time Machine. Uppsala: Swedish
Collegium for Advanced Study (The Wittrock Lecture Book Series, No. II).
16
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Palace of United Nations,
Geneva

Michelangelo Pistoletto’s
Third Paradise

Michelangelo Pistoletto’s Third Paradise

Michelangelo Pistoletto’s
Third Paradise

Michelangelo Pistoletto’s Third Paradise

2019 ADM’s Conceptual art installation as
proposed Pistoletto’s Third Paradise at NTU

Michelangelo Pistoletto’s Third Paradise

School of Art, Design
and Media

College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences

Michelangelo Pistoletto’s Third Paradise at NTU-ADM

School of Art, Design
and Media

College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences
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What?
Truth and Awareness
about the Human Condi:on
Being aware of the range (macro and micro limits in
consciousness, sensorial perception, desire, imagination) of the
human condition (birth, growth, emotion, aspiration, conflict,
mortality)
Andrea NANETTI
PhD

Computational Technologies
Desiderata to ameliorate the human condition
Overcome the Human Inability to Grasp the Complexity of Reality at Its Fullest
Entering the very small and the very big (i.e., beyond the human range)
Film Slits by Carlos Segundo (2019)
Munari: Garden in Kyoto (15 stones
not all visible at the same time)
Indian Myth of the Elephant and the
blind people

Andrea NANETTI
PhD

• How can we humans or artificial (human-made)
or manufactured (machine-made) devices
interact in the very small and the very big to
ameliorate the human condition?
23

How?
Learning,
with curiosity and passion

With a strong desire to know (curiosity), which makes
you fall in love with knowledge (passion)
Andrea NANETTI
PhD

Knowledge (definition)
knowledge |ˈnälij|
noun
1 facts, information, and skills acquired by a person through experience or education; the theoretical or practical
understanding of a subject: a thirst for knowledge | her considerable knowledge of antiques.
• what is known in a particular field or in total; facts and information: the transmission of knowledge.
• Philosophy true, justified belief; certain understanding, as opposed to opinion.
2 awareness or familiarity gained by experience of a fact or situation: the program had been developed without his
knowledge | he denied all knowledge of the overnight incidents.
Origin
Middle English (originally as a verb in the sense ‘acknowledge, recognize,’ later as a noun): from an Old English
compound based on cnāwan (see know).

© Oxford Dictionary of English
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WISDOM CHANGES ACROSS TIME AND SPACE
(Cultural/Political selection > chooses UNDER
WHICH SITUATION TO ACT)

Andrea NANETTI
PhD

G. Leopardi, Zibaldone, § 231

≠
KNOWLEDGE GROWS WITH HUMANITY
how to make things, how to solve problems, HOW
TO ACT

26

Interdisciplinary
methods/problems
• To answer complex questions;
• To address broad issues;
• To explore disciplinary and professional
relations;
• To solve problems that are beyond the
scope of any one discipline;
• To achieve unity of knowledge, whether
on a limited or a grand scale
• Text: Klein 1990, p. 11
• Illustration: Daniel Fazer in HHMI, 18/3
(2005/Dec.), Chronicle, p. 1
Andrea NANETTI
PhD
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DIFFERENT UNDERSTANDING OF THE SAME WORDS
History/Humanities
Things known or assumed as facts, making the basis of reasoning
(Philosophy).

Physics/Computing
The quantities, characters, or symbols, on which operations are
performed by a computer.

Information
Facts

Facts provided or learned about something or someone.
A piece of information used as evidence or as part of a report
or news article.
The truth about events as opposed to interpretation (Law).
The available body of facts or information indicating whether
a belief or proposition is true or valid.
Information given personally, drawn from a document, or in
the form of material objects, tending or used to establish facts
in a legal investigation or admissible as testimony in court.

Data as processed, stored, or transmitted by a computer.
Synonymous with information.

Evidence

-

Collection of data demonstrating the reproducibility
(consistency) of an information/fact.

Data

Event

The available body of facts or information indicating whether
a belief or proposition is true or valid.
Information given personally, drawn from a document, or in
the form of material objects, tending or used to establish facts
in a legal investigation or admissible as testimony in court
(Law).
A thing that happens, especially one of importance.

A single occurrence of a process (Physics).

NANETTI, A., and CHEONG, S. A. (Oct 2018). Computational History: From Big Data to Big Simulations. In “Big Data in Computational Social Science and Humanities”, in Shu-Heng
CHEN (Ed.), Big Data in Computational Social Science and Humanities, Springer Series on “Computational Social Sciences”. Cham (Switzerland): Springer International
Publishing AG, 337-363, p. 350, Table 18.1.

Stages a discipline must
progress through to
become computational
The power of computer simulations
can support human sciences to
develop a shared prescriptive mode
of inquiry in the assessment of
primary and secondary sources. It
will also provide new freedom in the
subjective and descriptive
identification and assessment of
problems to be investigated. The
figure illustrates the stages, through
which human sciences can improve
as a computational discipline.

Vico said that if you cannot
make it, you don’t
understand it.

Data
Collection

Data
Management

Von Neumann said
that if you cannot
compute it, you don’t
understand it.

Data
Visualisation

Figure by Siew Ann Cheong

Model &
Simulation

NANETTI, A., and CHEONG, S. A. (Oct 2018). Computational History: From Big Data to Big Simulations. In “Big Data in Computational Social Science and Humanities”, in Shu-Heng
CHEN (Ed.), Big Data in Computational Social Science and Humanities, Springer Series on “Computational Social Sciences. Cham (Switzerland): Springer International Publishing
AG, 337-363, p. 338, Fig. 18.1.
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How to Teach
Computational
Thinking

I’ve noticed an interesting trend. Pick any
field X, from archaeology to zoology. There
either is now a “computational X” or there
soon will be. And it’s widely viewed as the
future of the field.
https://www.wolfram.com/mathematica/

Computational thinking is going to be a deﬁning
feature of the future—and it’s an incredibly
important thing to be teaching to kids today.
There’s always lots of discussion (and concern)
about how to teach traditional mathematical
thinking to kids. But looking to the future, this
pales in comparison to the importance of teaching
computational thinking. Yes, there’s a certain
amount of traditional mathematical thinking that’s
needed in everyday life, and in many careers. But
computational thinking is going to be needed
everywhere. And doing it well is going to be a key
to success in almost all future careers

Wolfram, S. (Sept 7, 2016). How to Teach Computational Thinking. Stephen Wolfram Writings. URL:
https://writings.stephenwolfram.com/2016/09/how-to-teach-computational-thinking/
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By what means?
Imagina0on and
Research Methods

Using the power of conceiving what does not yet exist (imagination)
to aggregate (existing) and discover (new) knowledge
Andrea NANETTI
BA, MA, PhD

Key Research Processes
(i.e., the series of steps taken to achieve something)
Thinking (with the mind in the
mental space)
the process of considering (take into
account before making a decision) or
reasoning (form sensible conclusions
logically) about something

Making (with the body in the
physical space)
the process of forming or producing
something by putting parts together or
combining substances

vs Contemplating

vs Manufacturing

look thoughtfully for a long time at
something

the making of something on a large
scale using machines

Andrea NANETTI
BA, MA, PhD
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ALGORITHMIC
THINKING

An algorithm is a set of rules for getting a specific output from a specific input.
Each step must be so precisely defined that it can be translated into computer
language and executed by machine.
—Donald Knuth (1977). Cited by Denning & Tedre, 2019, 1.

Expressing problems and designing their
solutions in machine-readable ways to
implement procedures that computers can
accomplish for people. In-the-small,
individuals can code and design algorithms.
In-the-large, teams and communities of
people write multi-version programs
consisting of millions of lines of code
ported to numerous platforms, and
compatible with a range of different system
setups. Computationally, machine-learning
algorithms write and execute code that
humans cannot programme.
Denning, Peter J., & Tedre, Ma[ (2019). Computa4onal thinking.
Cambridge, MA and London: MIT Press.
Andrea NANETTI
BA, MA, PhD

• Mental skills and practices to
transfer human experiences of
reality into information
processes
• A language to train computers
and do work for humans
Nanetti, A. (Oct 2020). Thinking History Algorithmically: AI and Machine
Learning for a New Science of Heritage, in Proceedings of the International
Conference Sacred Geography: Multi-Disciplinary Approaches in Space and
Time ([Kazakhstan, Nazarbayev University] Nur-Sultan, 25-26 September
2020) (pp. 80-92). Nur-Sultan: “Foliant” Publishing House.
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From a Bag of
Words to a bag of
Narratives
This is the process that can initiate an
interdisciplinary field of algorithmic
research in which, as an example, Natural
Language Processing (NLP) and History are
able to shift from mere automatic pattern
recognition to the (semi)automatic mapping
of meaningful information (i.e., associate
semi-structured or unstructured elements of
the historical domain with one or more
elements of a second set of different
entities of the same general type).
According to Erik Cambria and Bebo White,
to do so, NLP needs to evolve from its
current “Syntactics Curve” (i.e., a stage that
provides a “Bag-of-Words”) to a new
“Pragmatics Curve” (providing a “Bag-ofNarratives”), through an intermediate
“Semantics Curve” (“Bag-of-Concepts”) .
Cambria, E. & White, B. (2014). “Jumping NLP Curves: A Review of Natural
Language Processing Research.” IEEE Computational Intelligence Magazine, 9/2:
48-57.
34

Knowledge
Representation
and NPL Research

Cambria, E. & White, B. (2014). “Jumping NLP Curves: A Review of Natural
Language Processing Research.” IEEE Computational Intelligence Magazine, 9/2:
48-57.
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The D.A.N.C.I.N.G. Method. Created by Andrea Nanetti to
decode words that embody the complexity of human
things, the human nature, and the human condition
19 Nov 2018.
Helga Nowotny
delivering the
keynote to open
the 3-day event on
academic, arBsBc,
and design
research
(Singapore, NTU
School of Art,
Design and Media)

https://twitter.com/hedrensum/status/1064355721259577344
Andrea NANETTI
BA, MA, PhD

The D.A.N.C.I.N.G. Method is a systematic
procedure to decode words that embody the
complexity of human things, the human
nature, and the human condition (e.g., beauty,
knowledge, science, art, technology, truth,
justice, love). The Dancing Method was
created by Andrea Nanetti for the digital
advancement of learning in 2017. Since then,
this method has been successfully introduced
by Nanetti in research and teaching to provide
a quick and robust multidisciplinary
understanding of complex words whilst
starting a new enquiry or simply addressing a
topic to an audience. This method has been
proved to be handy to guide humans and can
be transferred to algorithms in the
accomplishment of the whole gamut of
different ways of seeing fundamental words
Nanetti, A. (2020). “Defining Heritage Science.” The Journal
of Complexity, forthcoming.

7

D.A.N.C.I.N.G.
Definition
Assumption
Notion
Conception
Interpretation
Narrative
Gamut

Definition (定义). A statement of the exact meaning of a word, especially in a dictionary, which aggregates the
use of the term in a specific language (e.g., dictionary mashup). Omnis enim, quae [a] ratione suscipitur de aliqua re
institutio, debet a definition proficisci, ut intellegatur quid sit id de quo disputetur (“For every systematic development of any
subject ought to begin with a definition, so that everyone may understand what the discussion is about”; Cicero,
De officiis, I, 2, 7).
Assumption (臆测). A statement accepted as true without proof in a disciplinary context seen as a prerequisite for interdisciplinary research. “Disciplinary researchers absorb a host of disciplinary assumptions in the
course of their education: epistemological, ethical, ideological, theoretical, and methodological. They may often
not be conscious of these assumptions. Yet they interpret what others say through the lens of these
assumptions” (Szostak, Gnoli, & López-Huertas, 2016, p. 58).
Notion ( 理解 ). A conception of or factual belief about something, especially in an encyclopedia that
aggregates the knowledge of a cultural group or a disciplinary field (Eco 2014, pp. 3 to 94).
Conception (概念). An abstract belief justified as true; a certain understanding as opposed to opinion; an idea
presented as a plan (but not yet achieved as factual belief), especially conceived/born in a disciplinary silo
(Koselleck, 2002).
Interpretation (解释/翻译). The action of explaining the meaning of something (i.e., a translation of a sign
into another system of signs according to the volume 4 of the collected papers by Charles S. Peirce (see
Hartshorne & Weiss, 1933, p. 127), who apparently uses ‘translation’ as a synecdoche, i.e., pars pro toto, for
‘interpretation’).
Narrative (叙述/ 故事). A spoken or written account of connected events; a story about experiences and the
meanings that these experiences have for human lives (past, present, and future). Mid 17th century: from Latin
narrat- ‘related, told’, from the verb narrare and from gnarus ‘knowing’ (Altman, 2008).
Gamut (范围). The complete range or scope of something (scale of musical notes).

Andrea NANETTI
BA, MA, PhD

CC Andrea Nanetti 2017
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The D.A.N.C.I.N.G. Method
for Complex-Word Decoding and Encoding into ML
• Deﬁnition (定义)
A statement of the exact meaning of a word, especially in a
dictionary, which aggregates the use of the term in a speciﬁc
language (e.g., dictionary mashup).

• Assumption (臆测)
A statement accepted as true without proof in a disciplinary
context seen as a pre-requisite for interdisciplinary research.
“Disciplinary researchers absorb a host of disciplinary
assumptions in the course of their education: epistemological,
ethical, ideological, theoretical, and methodological. They
may often not be conscious of these assumptions. Yet they
interpret what others say through the lens of these
assumptions” (Szostak, Gnoli, & López-Huertas, 2016, p.
58).

Andrea NANETTI
BA, MA, PhD

Definition
Assumption
Notion
Conception
Interpretation
Narrative
Gamut

CC Andrea Nanetti 2017
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D.A.N.C.I.N.G. METHOD
• Notion (理解)
A conception of or factual belief about something, especially
in an encyclopedia that aggregates the knowledge of a cultural
group or a disciplinary ﬁeld (Eco 2014, pp. 3 to 94).

• Conception (概念)
An abstract belief justiﬁed as true; a certain understanding as
opposed to opinion; an idea presented as a plan (but not yet
achieved as factual belief), especially conceived/born in a
disciplinary silo (Koselleck & Presner, 2002).

• Interpretation (解释/翻译)
The action of explaining the meaning of something (i.e., a
translation of a sign into another system of signs according to
the volume 4 of the collected papers by Charles S. Peirce (see
Hartshorne & Weiss, 1933, p. 127, who apparently uses
‘translation’ as a synecdoche, i.e., pars pro toto, for
‘interpretation’).
Andrea NANETTI
BA, MA, PhD

Definition
Assumption
Notion
Conception
Interpretation
Narrative
Gamut

CC Andrea Nanetti 2017
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D.A.N.C.I.N.G. METHOD
• Narrative (叙述/ 故事)
A spoken or written account of connected events; a story
about experiences and the meanings that these experiences
have for human lives (past, present, and future). Mid 17th
century: from Latin narrat- ‘related, told’, from the verb
narrare and from gnarus ‘knowing’ (Altman, 2008).

• Gamut (范围)
The complete range or scope of something (scale of musical
notes).

Definition
Assumption
Notion
Conception
Interpretation
Narrative
Gamut

Andrea NANETTI
BA, MA, PhD

CC Andrea Nanetti 2017
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Stages a discipline must
progress through to
become computational
The power of computer simulations
can support human sciences to
develop a shared prescriptive mode
of inquiry in the assessment of
primary and secondary sources. It
will also provide new freedom in the
subjective and descriptive
identiﬁcation and assessment of
problems to be investigated. The
ﬁgure illustrates the stages, through
which human sciences can improve
as a computational discipline.

Data
Collection

Data
Management

Data
Visualisation

Figure by Siew Ann Cheong

Model &
Simulation

NA N E T T I , A., and CH E O N G , S. A. (Oct 2018). Computa:onal History: From Big Data to Big Simula:ons. In “Big Data in ComputaUonal Social Science and HumaniUes”, in ShuHeng CH E N (Ed.), Big Data in Computa:onal Social Science and Humani:es, Springer Series on “ComputaUonal Social Sciences. Cham (Switzerland): Springer InternaUonal
Publishing AG, 337-363, p. 338, Fig. 18.1.
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Visualising Data to Understand Past and Present
Situations, Inspire Solutions and Empower
Foresights for Present and Future Challenges
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Joseph Priestley’s timeline of human civilisation
(published in 1769)

44

William Playfair ‘s trade-balance time-series chart
(published in 1786)
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William Playfair ‘s
Pie Chart of the
Turkish Empire
(published in
1801)
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Emma Hart Willard
Chronographical
Plan of American
History (1845)

John Snow’s dot map visualisation of the 1854 Broad
Street cholera outbreak (published in 1855)
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Florence Nightingale’s [polar area] diagram of the causes of
mortality in the Crimean war (sent to Queen Victoria in 1858)
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Charles Joseph Minard’s flow map of Napoleon’s Russian
campaign of 1812 (published in 1869)
This feature is now named Sankey diagram (after
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Minard’s flow map
is now named
Sankey diagram,
after Irish Captain
Matthew Henry
Phineas Riall
Sankey, who used
this type of diagram
in a classic figure in
1898 showing
energy efficiency in
a steam engine
51

Analysis of the current linguistic situation of the world
developed during the DensityDesign Lab Course 2013-14

2.678

Location
prior to
European
colonial
expansion
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2016 USA Interactive Government Budget
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Selfie data in the context of a transnational phenomenon

hYp://selﬁecity.net/#

http://selfiecity.net/selfiexploratory/

VisualisaZon by OFFC
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Hans Rosling, the
pioneer who made
stats dance (2010)
“Hans Rosling's famous
lectures combine
enormous quantities of
public data with a sport's
commentator's style to
reveal the story of the
world's past, present and
future development”
(BBC, 2010, at the
broadcast of “The Joys
of Stats”.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbkSRLYSojo
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Data Visualisation
Principles
Published by Mahbubul Alam on 10
July 2020.
https://towardsdatascience.com/

The power of drawing. “Centuries ago
scientists didn’t have cameras to take
pictures of distant galaxies or tiny
bacteria under the microscope.
Drawings were the primary medium to
communicate observations, ideas and
even theories. In fact, the ability to
draw abstract ideas and objects was an
essential skill for scientists. It is still the
case. We cannot take pictures of the
distribution variables or their
correlation. Instead, we communicate
them through drawings and illustrations
— aka data visualization — through
modern tools and technologies.

A dataset contains one or more variables, and we can visualize
each and their interaction with others in multiple ways. Which
visualization to choose depends on data and the kind of
information we want to communicate. However, fundamentally,
they are of four different kinds:

• Distribution/Dispersion of a single variable:
“the way in which something is shared out among a
group or spread over an area” (OED)
• Relationship between two variables:
“the way in which two or more people or things
are connected” (OED)
• Composition of a single or multiple variables:
“the nature of something's ingredients or
constituents; the way in which a whole or mixture is
made up” (OED)
• Comparison between different
categories/individuals:
“a consideration or estimate of the similarities or
dissimilarities between two things or people” (OED)

https://towardsdatascience.com/4-pillars-of-data-visualization-distribution-relationship-composition-comparison-935cf9248f97
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Distribution
An important concept in statistics
and data science is distribution.
Distribution generally refers to the
probability of occurrence of an
outcome. In a distribution of 100coin flips how many will get heads
and how many tails? Frequency
distributions like this are presented in
histograms or curves.
Below is a representation of students’
heights distribution in a swimming
class. The x-axis shows different
height categories and y-axis has the
number of students in each category.
(Published by Mahbubul Alam on 10
July 2020).
Frequency distribution of student heights
h@ps://towardsdatascience.com/4-pillars-of-data-visualizaAon-distribuAon-relaAonship-composiAon-comparison-935cf9248f97
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Dispersion
there is another kind of distribution —
better known as dispersion — which
shows how a variable is
dispersed/spread with respect to its
central tendency.
A classic representation of dispersion is
the boxplot.
The boxplot above represents the
distribution of the number of air
passengers on Saturdays over a number
of years. This single plot reveals so
much information — the mean/median
number of passengers on Saturdays, the
minimums and maximums, the outliers
and more!
(Published by Mahbubul Alam on 10
July 2020).

Decomposition of box plot to show the dispersion of values of a variable

h@ps://towardsdatascience.com/4-pillars-of-data-visualizaAon-distribuAon-relaAonship-composiAon-comparison-935cf9248f97
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Relationship
Trees grow taller as they get older in the
early years. That’s a relationship
between two variables — height and
age.
height = f(age)
In another example, the price of a
house depends on the number of beds,
number of bathrooms, location, square
footage etc. This is a relationship
between one dependent and many
explanatory variables.
price = f(beds, baths, location, area)
If you look at a dataset just as numbers,
there is no way to identify these
relationships. But in fact, you can,
without going into complex statistical
analysis, with the help of a good
visualization.
(Published by Mahbubul Alam on 10
July 2020).

Relationship between age and height of a class of students

h@ps://towardsdatascience.com/4-pillars-of-data-visualizaAon-distribuAon-relaAonship-composiAon-comparison-935cf9248f97
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Comparison
Another cornerstone of data
visualization is Comparison. This kind of
visual material compares multiple
variables in datasets or multiple
categories within a single variable.
Visuals on the right.
The one on left compares a variable
(salary) between two groups of
observations (scientists vs lawyers) on a
bar chart. The right panel is also a
comparison chart — in this case,
comparing a variable (GDP)between
two groups (UK and Canada) but along
a time dimension.
(Published by Mahbubul Alam on 10
July 2020).

Visuals to show comparisons

https://towardsdatascience.com/4-pillars-of-data-visualization-distribution-relationship-composition-comparison-935cf9248f97
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Composition
Have you heard about stacked bar
charts? But I’m sure you know what a
pie chart is.
The purpose of these charts is to show
the composition of one or more
variables in absolute numbers and in
normalized forms (e.g. percentage).
Composition charts are some of the old
school visualization techniques that
nowadays have limited use cases (do
you really need a pie chart to show a
composition of yellow 10% and red
15%?). Nevertheless, sometimes they
can present information in a visually
aesthetic and familiar, vintage fashion.
(Published by Mahbubul Alam on 10
July 2020).

ComposiZon plots: Stacked bar chart (leq) and pie chart (right)

https://towardsdatascience.com/4-pillars-of-data-visualization-distribution-relationship-composition-comparison-935cf9248f97
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WHERE ARE VISCOM AND DESIGN?

https://towardsdatascience.com/mlevsds-3c89425baabb

There is something
radical in the
process of visually
aggregating data
that need to be
unfolded and
explained

•Dynamic annotation
•Anomaly detection
•Data-driven documents
•Provide a level of
flexibility in exploring
data (shared
community)
Refer to hYp://elijahmeeks.com/

Elijiah Meeks – Chief Visualisation Officer @ Noteable.io – Talk given for for Pelagios on Tuesday 14 July 2020
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VISUAL REASONING (BY WHAT
MEANS)
Methodologies and Methods, and Praxis
Research, Inquiry, Essay, Poetry, Science,

Andrea NANETTI,
NTU School of Art, Design and Media

In collaboration with:
Microsoft Research

Mapping

mapping |ˈmapiNG|
Noun
Mathematics & Linguistics
an operation that associates each element of a given set (the domain) with one or more elements
of a second set (the range).

visualise __

visualize |ˈviZH(o͞o)əˌlīz|
verb [ with obj. ]

1

form a mental image of; imagine: it is not easy to visualize the future.

2 make (something) visible to the eye: the cells were better visualized by staining.

visual reasoning __

visual reasoning
creative process
Interpretation______
I strongly believe in the potential of spatial knowledge aggregation for knowledge transmission
and visual reasoning.

(Visual) Knowledge Aggregation ≠ Infographics

Fra Mauro Map of the World (ca.1450). Venice, Marciana Library
Source Wikipedia. CC-PD-Mark

Andrea NANETTI,
NTU School of Art, Design and Media

2011 Melda N. Yildiz
https://www.slideshare.net/mnyildiz/visualization-concept-maps-9931446

In collaboration with:
Microsoft Research – State Archive of Venice—National Library of Venice
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Knowledge
Aggregator

A knowledge aggregator is a
knowledge engineering tool
that allows its user to
assemble information of
different kinds from different
sources, guided by what the
user wants to do with the
synthesized whole
(Nanetti et al., 2015, p. 159)
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Leonardo da Vinci
W12603r
An early (c. 1490) drawing of the eye
and cerebral ventricles of the brain,
which uncritically combines Greek,
Arab, and Medieval views

The author (Ross 1997)
did not see the drawing as
a visual reasoning process

(From folio, by permission of Royal CollecZon Trust; © 2014 UK Queen
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Leonardo da Vinci
RL 19097v
drawing of hemisected man and
woman in coition, which
“uncritically” combines Greek, Arab,
and Medieval views.

The authors (Noble, Di
Francesco, Zancani) did
not see the drawing as a
visual reasoning process

(From folio, by permission of Royal Collection Trust; © 2014 UK Queen
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Leonardo da Vinci
RL 19097v RCIN 919013v
drawing of the muscles of the
shoulder and arm, and the bones of
the foot (ca 1510-1511)
.
Exploded-view drawing

(From folio, by permission of Royal CollecZon Trust; © 2021 UK Queen

infographics __

• infographic |ˌinfōˈɡrafik|
• noun
• a visual image such as a chart or diagram used to represent information or data. a good infographic
is worth a thousand words.
• ORIGIN
• 1960s (as adjective): blend of information and graphic.
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Visual data Exploration

Lab for Interdisciplinary Bookish and Experiential Research
(LIBER) at NTU ADM
• Initiated by Dr Andrea Nanetti in January 2019, when he
was Associate Chair (Research and Graduate Education)
at the NTU Singapore School of Art, Design and Media,
LIBER is a place to kick off and discuss interdisciplinary
research projects to overcome the dichotomy between
humanities and science
• LIBER also link materiality from the ADM Library to
cross-disciplinary teaching and learning
• Facilities include a 30pax Cinema Room, an interactive
full-drome and an open area with movable furniture and
pedestals
• An Immersive space for collaborative research and
learning experiences in a transcultural and multimodal AI
perspective

Class conducted at LIBER Lab

Class conducted in the fulldrome at ADM
LIIBER Lab and Library

Focus group discussion at
ADM Cinema Room

Stanford
David Rumsey
Center

metalab
(at)Harvard

© 2018 ADM and OIKLS, NTU Singapore

MIT
Media
Lab
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non-profit 501(c)3 educational organization for
the advancing of the public knowledge of how
science and technology can and will affect our
human future

Plato’s Academia, and Aristotle’s Lyceum were both gardens
LIBER Lab is in a Garden (NTU Campus)

Raphael, The School of Athens,
Vatican City, Palace,
Raphael’s rooms
(height: 5 m; width: 7.7 m).
Central detail with Plato (left)
And Aristotle (right)
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valuing the human condition

Raffaello Sanzio (1483-1520),
Detail of The School of Athens (15091511, fresco, 5 x 7.7 m, © Vatican
City, Apostolic Palace)

leveraging heritage

Nicolas Poussin (1594-1665),
Detail of Blind Orion Searching for the
Rising Sun (1658, oil on canvas, 119 x 183 cm)
© New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art

researching into contingency

imagining desired future

Staying afloat watching over storms at the horizon
(2011, Cayenne Consulting?)

Building the future that we desire
Michelangelo Pistole^o,
The Third Paradise
(UN Geneva and Pistole^o )

https://www.caycon.com/blog/staying-afloat-in-a-sea-of-data

Information Visualisation and Visual Knowledge Aggregation
as Interdisciplinary Skills. From Da Vinci to Digital Literacy
Dr Andrea Nanetti, BA, MA, PhD

